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Abstract: We numerically demonstrate an impedance-matched multilayer 
stacked fishnet metamaterial that has zero index with flat high transmittance 
from 600nm to 620nm. The effective refractive index(
effn )  is calculated to 
be -0.045+0.466i and the normalize effective impedance(
0/effZ Z ) is 0.956-
0.368i at 610nm. The light emitted by a red conjugated polymer layer 
embedded in such a zero index metamaterial (ZIM) is concentrated in a 
narrow cone in the surrounding media, where the half-power beam width 
(HPBW) of the center lobe of the radiation pattern is around 250 in the 
wavelength range between 600nm and 620nm, giving directive emission in 
the visible region. This proposed light focusing system can be applied to 
sensing, beam collimating and filtering functionalities.   
OCIS codes: (160.3918) Metamaterials; (350.5610) Radiation. 
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Metamaterials (MMs) have witnessed rapid developments since the pioneering works by 
Pendry et al.[1]. and Smith et al.[2]. As artificial structures, MMs offer a unique opportunity 
for manipulating the optical properties of matter, hence leading to a variety of exciting 
applications, including electromagnetic cloaks[3], perfect absorbers[4], negative refractive 
index[5] and zero phase delay lines[6]. Recently, zero index metamaterials (ZIMs) have 
attracted significant attention[7-15]. Light propagating through the ZIMs will be concentrated 
in a narrow cone in the surrounding media thus enhancing the directive emission. This property 
enables an array of new devices such as highly directive antennas[14], beam self-collimators[16] 
and electromagnetic field enhancers[17]. An epsilon-near-zero metamaterial (ENZM) was first 
experimentally demonstrated by Enoch et al.[14], which has an effective permittivity  eff near 
zero, leading to a near-zero effective refractive index eff eff effn   , where  eff  is the 
effective permeability of the structure. However, the effective impedance  /eff eff effZ   of 
ENZM is mismatched to free space impedance 0 0 0/Z    as  effZ   with 0eff  .This 
gives rise to large reflections from the interface[18]. Just recently Yun et al. have demonstrated 
an impedance-matched ZIM with nearly ideal transmission in the near-infrared region (N-IR), 
where both 0effn   and 0effZ Z  [19]. This has been achieved by making both eff and eff  
approach zero and their 0/eff eff Z    within the desired optical range. Jiang et al. have 
numerically analyzed broadband impedance-matched ZIMs in the mid-infrared region (M-IR) 
using nano-notch loaded modified fishnet MMs[20]. Although great progresses have been 
made on impedance-matched ZIMs, the interest of exploring the light emission from an 
embedded source within such materials is rarely looked into. Most recently, Moitra et al. have 
experimentally presented impedance-matched ZIMs in the N-IR region based on purely 
dielectric constituents[18]. This structure enables a directive emission from quantum dots 
placed within the structure, showing a great promise for enhancing the emission directionality 
of a source embedded in the impedance-matched ZIMs. However, this research has focused on 
achieving a directive emission using all-dielectric ZIMs, which limits its application in MMs 
based on metal/dielectric layers. Moreover, most research has focused on demonstrating ZIMs 
in the microwave, M-IR and N-IR regions. Whereas, modifying the radiation of an embedded 
source within impedance-matched ZIMs in the visible region has yet to be shown. In this work, 
we study for the first time to our knowledge,  impedance- matched ZIMs with embedded red 
conjugated polymer emitting that has been utilized in light-emitting diodes[21] and when 
optically pumped is able to undergo lasing.  
Recently, the achievements of  the multilayer fishnet MMs have established a promising 
approach for a three dimensional(3D) optical MMs and become a strong candidate for nearly 
all possible applications[22-28]. Therefore, here The design of the ZIM is developed from a 
low loss multilayered fishnet MM exhibiting a negative refractive index in the visible 
region[29]. Our proposed structure has a configuration of a round nanohole array (RNA) 
embedded through a vertically stacked Metal-Dielectric-Metal multilayer, in which the red 
polymer layer is located in the center of the structure as an emitting source. The resulting device 
offers near zero 
eff  and eff  , thus leading to a near zero effn  and 0effZ Z  with a flat high 
transmittance from 600nm to 620nm due to the focusing effect in the ZIM[14]. The Finite 
Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method is used to show evidence of impedance-matched 
near-zero 
effn  within the structure and illustrates the focusing performance of the system. This 
proposed light focusing system will find applications in sensing, beam collimating, filtering 
and directional light sources operating in the visible region. The fabrication of this multilayer 
structure may sound challenging, but leveraging off the rapid developments in optical and 
 
 
interferometric lithography, in nanoimprinting and in nanoscale self-assembly techniques, 
fabrication of this structure should be feasible, i.e. for a proof of concept focused ion beam(FIB) 
can be used to fabricate these structures as in ref. 29 or even electron beam lithography(EBL) 
and selective etching using reactive ion etching with different gases. 
2. Metamaterials design 
The proposed ZIM consists of a multilayer stack of 11 alternating layers of  35nm thick Au and 
30nm thick dielectric layer with an inter-penetrating two dimensional square array of round 
holes shown in Fig. 1(a), in which a 30nm thick red polymer layer is placed in the center of 
the ZIM. The refractive index of the dielectric layer is 1.41 [29].The unit cell is shown in Fig. 
1(b), where the lattice constant of the holes is L=400nm, the diameter of the holes is d = 240nm 
which have been optimized to exhibit an impedance-matched zero index within the emission 
band of the embedded conjugated polymer. The isotropic round holes periodically extended 
along the x and y axes with identical periodicity. The z-axis is normal to the structure surface 
and the x-y plane is parallel to the structure surface. In order to simplify the design, the 
structures are considered to be suspended in vacuum; deep etching of a silicon support substrate 
can be used to achieve this [30-33]. Au is selected as the metal due to its stability and low 
ohmic loss. The dielectric properties of Au as given by Johnson & Christy are used[34]. The 
red polymer material was selected due to its visible emission. The real ( )sn   and imaginary 
( )sk   parts of the refractive index for the red polymer material were obtained from the 
published data in ref. 21.A commercial software Lumerical FDTD Solutions is used to calculate 
the S-parameters corresponding to the frequency dependent reflection r(ω) and transmission 
t(ω) coefficients of the structure, which are then taken to retrieve  the so-called material 
parameters  eff  , eff and effn of the ZIMs using the well-known Nicholson–Ross–Weir (NRW) 
method[35,36]. The structure is excited with a plane wave source in the center of red polymer 
layer, which is sandwiched between the third and fourth Au layers within the structure. The 
computational domain (400 nm × 400 nm × 1000 nm) has perfectly match layer and absorbing 
boundaries in the z direction and periodic boundaries in the x–y plane. A uniform FDTD mesh 
size is adopted; the mesh size is the same along all Cartesian axes: Δx = Δy = Δz = 2 nm, 





Fig. 1.  (a) Diagram of the ZIM consisting of a multilayer stack of 11 alternating layers of 35nm 
thick Au and 30nm thick dielectric layer with an inter-penetrating two dimensional square array 
of round holes. The structure is suspended in a vacuum. The lattice constant is L=400nm and 
hole diameter is d=240nm. The light is emitted from a 30nm thick fluorescent polymer layer 
within the ZIM. (b) Illustration of round holes array lattice. (c) Scheme of the cross section of 
the structure. 
3. Results and discussions 
Figure 2 shows the transmittance (T(ω)) and effective optical properties of the ZIM, FDTD 
simulations were used to calculate the complex transmission (t(ω)) and reflection (r(ω)) 
coefficients, which were then used in S-parameter retrieval[18],where  
2
( )T t  . Here we 
use the NRW method to perform the S-parameter retrieval procedure using the calculated 
normal incidence transmission and reflection coefficients[37,38]. In this case the transmittance 
is defined as the ratio of the power received in a plane 320nm above the structure to the emitted 
power from the centre of the polymer layer. This neglects downward emitted power, but is 
sufficient for a basic understanding the effect of the ZIM structure on emission. In future works 
we will use random arrays of dipole emitters which are a more realistic model for this type of 
emission. In Fig. 2(a), we can see that the transmittance remains high around 0.6 with both a 
broad and flat passband from 600 to 620nm. This flat passband corresponds to the impedance-
matched near zero 
effn band (where ( ) 0.267effReal n   ) shown in Fig.2(b), the ( )effReal n  
shows a smooth transition from 0.068 to -0.267 in the flat passband 600nm-620nm, and an 
almost zero value of  
effn  ( effn = -0.045+0.466i) is observed at 610nm. Regarding losses, the 
figure-of-merit (FOM) defined as  ( ) / ( )eff effFOM real n Imag n is taken to show the overall 
performance of the ZIM shown in Fig.2(d). The peak value of FOM is 1.18 at 620nm. It should 
be noted that the FOM could be further increased by using lower-loss metallic films, or 
incorporating gain materials into the structures [39-40]. As can be seen in Fig.2(c), within the 
passband the real part of  eff  and  eff follow the near-zero values where   0.8effReal  
and   0.8effReal   , hence enabling a good impedance-matched near zero  effn  band so that 
the majority of the light is emitted out of the structure.  
 
Fig. 2. (a)Theoretical transmittance curves of the ZIM.(b)The real part ( ( )effReal n  ) and 
imaginary part ( ( )effImag n )of the effective refractive index  of the ZIM obtained using S-



















































































































parameter retrieval.(c)The real part of the effective permittivity ( )effReal   and permeability 
 ( )effReal   of the ZIM obtained using S-parameter retrieval. (d)Figure-of-merit of  the ZIM. 
 
Figure 3 shows that the near-unity normalized effective impedance(
0/effZ Z ) with a small 
imaginary part can be obtained throughout the passband owing to the good impedance match 
to free space, hence providing a high transmittance across the band. The value of 
0/effZ Z  is 
0.956-0.368i at 610nm. 




























Fig. 3. The real and imaginary parts of the effective impedance of the ZIM. 
 For this type of ZIM, the transmittance is also robust for non-normal angles of incidence. 
In Fig.4, we examine the transmittance versus wavelength and angle of incidence. It shows that 
the transmittance simply reduces as the angle of incidence increases, and allows a broad and 
flat transmittance larger than 40% at 40° within near zero index region. Therefore, this proposed 




Fig. 4. Simulated angle-and wavelength-dependent transmittance of the ZIM. 
 
Isotropic emitters placed within the ZIM are expected to emit almost entirely along the 
direction normal to the air-ZIM interface[14,18]. To demonstrate this effect, Fig. 5 shows the 
emission diagram from a plane wave source in the center of the ZIM, in which the source emits 
at a central wavelength sweeping from 590 to 650nm. A portion of the structures with a length 
 
 
of one unit cell in the x direction and a width of one unit cell in the y direction was considered. 
To mimic a two dimensionally infinite structure, periodic boundary conditions were assigned 
in the in the x–y plane[14,20]. The perfectly match layer boundary condition is set along the z 
direction.Here, a standard procedure in Lumerical FDTD has been applied to simulate the far 
field radiation pattern of an antenna in free space[41].In particular we sample the tangential 
fields above the structure then the far-field radiation patterns are extracted by projecting the 
scattered radiation in the near field to the far field. Namely, we calculate the far-field 
distribution from the near field information by doing the near-to-far field transformation. 
Figures 5 (b)-5(d) show the emission profile within the spectral range 600-620nm. As it can be 
seen the emission pattern is confined to a narrow lobe around the normal of the structure with 
a half-power beam width (HPBW) around 250. The two small side lobes at 300 and 1500 are 
due to scattering from the corners of the ZIM[18]. Outside the passband, the emission of the 
structure cannot be concentrated to an overall angular spread hence leading to a lower 
transmittance as can be seen in Figs.5(a) and 5(e)-5(g). This confirms the directivity 
enhancement of the proposed ZIM in the visible region.   
 
 
Fig. 5. Calculated emission profile for a plane wave source placed in the middle of the ZIM at 
center wavelengths of (a)590nm (b)600nm (c)610nm (d)620nm (e)630nm (f)640nm (g)650nm. 
 
In order to further justify the fact that directivity enhancement is mainly induced by the 
ZIM, we have simulated the emission profile of two reference structures. The first reference 


























































structure consists of a 30 nm thick layer of the red polymer that contains a square lateral pattern 
identical to the ZIM structure as illustrated in Fig. 6(b). The proposed multilayer ZIM is shown 
in Fig. 6(c). The emission patterns for a plane source placed in the middle of the different 
structures are demonstrated together with the structural schemes respectively, at the central 
wavelength of 610nm. As can be seen, the emission profile from the single flat red polymer 
layer and the RNA embedded through the single red polymer layer focus the light less 
efficiently than the ZIM owing to the absence of the zero index region. HPBWs of the lobes 
are 440 for the flat layer of the red polymer and 420 for the red polymer layer embedded with 
the RNA.  However, the HPBW of the lobe is 250 for the ZIM. 
 
 
Fig. 6. (a)Illustration of a 30nm flat red polymer layer without holes; calculated emission profile 
for a plane source placed in middle of  the 30nm thick single polymer layer at the central 
wavelength of 610nm. (b) Illustration of the round nanoholes array (L=400nm,d=240nm) 
embedding through a 30nm thick single red polymer layer; calculated emission profile for a 
plane source placed in middle of  the 30nm thick single polymer layer at the central wavelength 
of  610nm. (c) Illustration of the round nanoholes array (L=400nm,d=240nm) embedding 
through a multilayer stack of 11 alternating layers of 35nm thick Au and 30nm thick dielectric 
layer; calculated emission profile for a plane source placed in middle of  the ZIM at the central 
wavelength of  610nm. 
4. Conclusions 
In conclusion, a low loss impedance-matched stacked fishnet ZIM in the visible region has 
been investigated by FDTD simulation. Particularly, such a multilayer ZIM exhibits a flat 
passband from 600nm to 620nm with a high transmittance over a wide incident angle. This 
 
 
entails an important step towards the control of the direction of emission of a source embedded 
within the ZIM. This work will open new avenues towards the development of directional light 
sources, beam self-collimators and electromagnetic field enhancers. 
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